How to create Desktop shortcuts to OvidSP contents

From your desktop, right-click and from the pop-up menu position the cursor on New. From the second pop-up menu select Shortcut by clicking on it:

Copy the Journal’s URL:

**Drugs:**  

**Clinical Drug Investigation:**  

**Drug Safety:**  

**Drugs & Therapy Perspectives:**  

**Drugs in R & D (Open Access):**  

Add the URL and the name:
A new icon will appear in your Desktop with a direct access to the content selected: now by double clicking on the icon you will be taken straight into the relevant resource.

You could also customize each Desktop shortcut by clicking on the right button -> Properties -> Change Icon:

Some Icons can be directly downloaded from these locations below:
http://demo.ovid.com/demo/uman/pharmacy/icons/Drugs.ico
http://demo.ovid.com/demo/uman/pharmacy/icons/Drugs%20therapy.ico